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Figure 1. An overview of the VWise dataset, containing six classes from urban, industrial, and rural settings.

Abstract

In this work, we propose VWise, a novel dataset for road-
type classification and scene classification focused on ex-
ternal contexts related to vehicular applications in Latin
America. Existing datasets today lack geographic diversity
and representation of road contexts outside North Amer-
ica and Europe. To address this problem, we collect over
520 video clips and 4,500 images covering diverse urban
and rural environments across Latin American countries,
annotated with six classes of road types. We evaluate sev-
eral state-of-the-art image and video classification models
in baseline experiments on this dataset, obtaining over 84%
accuracy. We aim to support training and evaluating mod-
els for tasks such as road classification to enhance research
on vehicular tasks in Latin America.

1. Introduction

With the current results in fields related to vehicular appli-
cations, such as autonomous driving and driver-assistance
systems, interest in these fields of applications has been ris-
ing over the past years. Overall, new applications are made
available and being deployed on multiple vehicles in regions
such as North America or Europe [20], such as the detection
of pedestrians, vehicles, and traffic lights [18], the identifi-
cation of pathways in streets and highways [6], as well as
evaluating their performance under different climatic con-
ditions [10].

Multiple datasets have been proposed in the past to fa-
cilitate the arrival of these technologies; however, there is
a clear gap in deploying models trained and evaluated in
these datasets to other regions of the world, especially Latin
America, which is caused mostly by the different contexts
between these regions. A clear example of this difference
is how roads in Latin America are mostly unmaintained,



while roads in North America and Europe have a higher
rate of maintenance. Therefore, collecting data and building
datasets that would expand the geographical representation
of these studies could lead to higher performance in these
regions.

In light of this gap, we propose VWise, a novel dataset
mainly focused on external context classification tasks, es-
pecially road classification, collected in various regions in
Latin America. We expect that VWise will support training
and evaluating state-of-the-art models, enriching research in
tasks related to vehicular applications, such as autonomous
driving or advanced driving assistance systems, and open-
ing paths for deployment in this region.

2. Related works
In automotive research, datasets play a pivotal role, divid-
ing into categories such as those utilizing static cameras,
exemplified by CityFlow [17], which gathers images from
traffic security cameras and annotates them. Another signif-
icant category includes datasets with onboard cameras like
CityScape [2], offering driver’s perspective views of streets,
pedestrians, and road obstacles.

Focusing on vehicle onboard-captured images, we dis-
tinguish between two main categories: Indoors, showcasing
the vehicle’s interior, and Outdoors, displaying the vehicle’s
exterior. Indoor datasets observe actions within vehicles,
focusing on drivers’ or passengers’ emotions, attention, and
situational awareness. Examples like 100-Driver [19] and
MDAD [9] examine driver distraction with a focus on pos-
ture, while others delve into distraction based on head or
eye movements [3, 14].

For scene recognition, capturing onboard, outdoor im-
ages is essential. Public datasets geared towards au-
tonomous driving, such as KITTI [5] and Cityscape [2],
primarily focus on traffic environment perception without
providing specific road type annotations. While CityScape
[2] and KITTI [5] offer a populous dataset with detailed de-
scriptions of buildings, objects, vehicles, and humans, they
lack traffic information. Similarly, nuScene [1], Waymo
Open [15], ApolloScape [8], and ONCE [11], although
large-scale and real-world, supporting 3D object detection,
tracking, and activity predictions, share the limitation of not
situating the vehicle in a specific scenario, like a rural dirt
road or a metropolitan avenue, potentially leading to inac-
curate activity predictions.

Public datasets like the Road Surface Classification
Dataset (RSCD) [21] label certain road features but fail to
specify the type of road the vehicle is on. Moreover, these
data have a noticeable geographic concentration in North
America and Europe [20]. To address these gaps, we pro-
pose a new extensive dataset for classifying images and
videos by road types aimed at assisting driving in various
scenarios, with a focus on Latin America. This effort is

designed to overcome existing limitations by offering a re-
source that enhances the development and applicability of
autonomous vehicle technologies across diverse geographi-
cal and situational contexts.

3. The VWise Dataset
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Figure 2. Desired camera setup for VWise. A point-of-view cam-
era setup allows us to have a similar view to the driver.

To tackle the lack of geographic representativeness in to-
day’s datasets, we collect the VWise dataset based on pub-
lic access videos from YouTube and stock video libraries.
Queries related to countries (e.g., Brazil, Colombia, Peru...)
and cities (e.g., Quito, Recife, São Paulo...) were combined
with queries that would filter down to videos from point-of-
view camera placements, as we exemplify in Figure 2. Al-
though this seems a naive approach, it allows us to quickly
capture data from diverse regions of Latin America, and the
lack of quality in some videos, which are related to different
cameras used in recordings (from GoPros to smartphones),
actually contributes to a diverse dataset.

We have selected a diverse and comprehensive represen-
tation of urban and rural environments in multiple regions
of Latin America, related to maintenance levels, suburban
regions, or downtown regions, for example. We selected a
total of 45 videos, from which we have cropped 521 video
clips usually containing 10 seconds. We also processed a
static version of the dataset for tasks that uses images as in-
put, generating a total of 4,500 images by sampling these
videos. The dataset is divided into train, test, and val splits
following the well-accepted 70-20-10 split.

3.1. Data annotation

The data annotation process involves four students doing re-
search on vehicular applications. Two are undergraduates,
one is a master’s student, and the other is a doctoral can-
didate, all from computer science and with experience in
deep learning applications. The annotation process was per-
formed blindly and independently. We have also employed
CLIP [13] to enhance the efficiency of annotations. We have
classified the data on six classes, as we show on Table 1.



Class Description Videos

Low-density urban street Streets with low vehicle and pedestrian flow (residential areas and suburbs). 97
High-density urban avenue Avenues with high traffic density, vehicles, pedestrians, and traffic sign complexity. 59
Highway Fast tracks and highways, focusing on high-speed situations. 124
Factory interior Internal factory scenes, including assembly lines, storage, and logistics areas. 24
Port or dock area Port areas with intense loading and unloading activities, ships, and containers. 86
Dirt or service road Dirt or service roads, challenging navigation on irregular and less structured terrain. 131

Table 1. Dataset classes, with their descriptions and number of videos in each class.

First, we generated descriptions from the list of classes
to serve as input for CLIP, which bulk annotated the entire
dataset. After this, multiple annotators verified the labels
attributed by CLIP and attributed a new label based on a
majority voting rule. Overall, we have seen that based on
its zero-shot capabilities, CLIP has annotated most videos
with significant accuracy.

3.2. Data curation

We have assessed our dataset using common data curation
tools such as Cleanlab1 and Encord Active2 to check for
the distribution of various image metrics such as area, ra-
tio, brightness and distribution of RGB values to fix outliers
and check if more data should be collected to distribute the
dataset better. Overall, we have performed several iterations
of checking the data and collecting more videos to reach a
better data distribution.

4. Experimental baseline
We have also evaluated several state-of-the-art techniques
in our dataset to establish an experimental baseline. This
experimentation allows other researchers to have a still base
of comparison in the future. Specifically, in this evaluation,
we set a baseline for the task of road-type classification.

4.1. Image classification

We have selected common image classification architec-
tures, namely EfficientNet-V2 [16], MobileNet-V3 [7], and
Vision Transformers (ViT-B-16) [4], for the task of road-
type classification.

Implementation details. We have used public imple-
mentations of these models as available for the PyTorch
framework. They were trained on a single RTX 3050 6GB
Laptop GPU using CrossEntropy and SGD with a learning
rate of 0.001.

4.2. Zero-shot classification

We have deployed two models for the task of zero-shot
classification: CLIP [13] for images and X-CLIP [12] for

1Available at https://cleanlab.ai/
2Available at https://github.com/encord-team/encord-

active

videos. In this case, as suggested by the good practices in
the field, we have used the validation set of our dataset to
learn a set of input prompts that would lead to a better result.
We show the input prompts for each class in Table 2. We do
not discuss the implementation details of these models since
we follow the default implementation’s training procedures.

Class Input prompt

Dirt or service road A rural dirt road or service
road

Factory interior Factory interior
High-density urban avenue High-density urban avenue
Highway A highway suitable for road

trips
Low-density urban street Low-density small urban

road
Port or dock area Dock or port area

Table 2. Prompts used for input in CLIP and X-CLIP.

4.3. Results and discussion

For the image classification models, MobileNet-V3 has dis-
played the higher accuracy of the three models, with an ac-
curacy of 95.02%. EfficientNet-v2 was ranked second, with
91.16% accuracy, and ViT-B-16 ranked third with 88.40%.
We show the results from this quantitative evaluation in Ta-
ble 3. Overall, we can see that the three architectures per-
form very well on this task and are able to learn strong rep-
resentations from this data.

Architecture Accuracy (%)

VisionTransformer (Vit-b-16) 88.40
EfficientNet-V2 91.16
MobileNet-V3 95.02

Table 3. Baseline results on common image classification archi-
tectures, as trained and evaluated on VWise.

For zero-shot classification, CLIP and X-CLIP have
reached similar accuracy levels; it is important to remind,
though, that CLIP uses images and inputs, while X-CLIP

https://cleanlab.ai/
https://github.com/encord-team/encord-active
https://github.com/encord-team/encord-active


expects videos. For this evaluation, CLIP have reached an
accuracy of 84.70% and X-CLIP, 86.52%, as we show in
Table 4.

Architecture Accuracy (%)

CLIP 84.70
X-CLIP 86.58

Table 4. Baseline results on common zero-shot classification ar-
chitectures, as trained and evaluated on VWise.

5. Conclusion
In this work, we propose VWise, a novel dataset collected
in Latin America for multiple vehicular tasks, but focused
on road-type classification. With this dataset, we expect to
open paths for deploying automotive systems in this region,
since nowadays these models are mostly trained and evalu-
ated on datasets sampled in North America or Europe. We
also perform a baseline study that will serve as base of com-
parison for future works that will use VWise.

5.1. Future works

For future works, we plan on enhancing VWise with fur-
ther annotations related to context with the objective of al-
lowing other applications to leverage it. Examples of an-
notations include ground-truth levels of road maintenance
quality, ground-truth lane annotations, and other features
related to the road surface. We also plan a study on am-
biguity; it is common to have highways that also act as
avenues when within cities in countries such as Brazil. In
this case, should these samples be annotated as highways or
high-density roads? We have already pinned several cases
of ambiguity, and we plan on tackling these cases before
the final version of the dataset to allow for a more robust
set of annotations. VWise is also the first step in a research
pipeline that is planned within our research group. We plan
on using this dataset to develop and deploy vehicular appli-
cations that make use of road-type classification.
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